
LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS (6th year) 

 
 

No. of credits   8 

  
Subject structure (weekly assigned hours)  
 

 
 

 
 
Subject status   

Mandatory 

 
Person in charge 

ANIȚĂ Adriana Elena DVM PhD – Lecturer 

 

Subject objectives (lectures and applications)  
Knowledge of the norms and principles of organization and operation in specialized 
laboratories; 

Acquiring specific protocols regarding sampling and packaging pathological materials 
for laboratory diagnosis; 

Develop cognitive skills to design a diagnosis protocol, data processing and 
interpretation; 
Ability to apply specific methods and techniques for laboratory diagnosis. 

 
Subject content (sylabus)  

 

Lectures Hrs. 

General laboratory concepts. Sample collection, transport and 

preservation. 
3 

Laboratory diagnosis methodology in bacterial infections: microscopy and 

staining techniques. 
3 

Laboratory diagnosis methodology in bacterial infections: culture media: 
types of culture media; antibiogram. 

3 

Laboratory diagnosis methodology in bacterial infections: bacterial typing 
techniques; pathogenicity test for bacteria. 

3 

Laboratory diagnosis methodology in viral infections: inoculum 
preparation and viral isolation. 

3 

Laboratory diagnosis methodology in viral infections: direct antigen 
detection. 

3 

Molecular diagnostic techniques: characteristics of nucleic acids, target 
amplification, DNA sequencing, future of molecular diagnostic 

techniques. 

3 

Molecular diagnostic techniques: detection of viral proteins. 3 

Serological diagnosis of infectious disease: immune defenses against 
bacterial infections and mechanisms of evasion, immune defenses 

against viral infections and viral escape mechanisms. 

3 

Immunodiagnosis procedures: antibody detection procedures; specific 3 

Semester Lecture  Seminar  Practical 
session  

Project  

XII 3 - 6 - 



types of immunodiagnostic procedures; specificity and sensitivity. 

 
 

Practical Sessions Hrs. 

Rules of lab protection and presentation of laboratory (material and 
equipment). 

6 

Sampling, packaging, preservation, delivery of samples for bacterial and 
viral diagnosis. 

6 

Case study: bacterial diagnosis protocol  6 

Case study: bacterial diagnosis protocol  6 

Case study: viral diagnosis protocol  12 

Case study: viral diagnosis protocol 6 

Case study: phylogenetic analysis. 6 

Case study: serology methods  12 
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Subject content knowledge (Final evaluation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact person 

ANIȚĂ Adriana Elena DVM PhD – Lecturer 

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine - USAMV Iași 

8 Aleea Mihail Sadoveanu, Ias ̧i - 700489, România 

phone: 0040 232 407 328, fax: 0040 232 407 318. 

E-mail: aeanita@uaiasi.ro  

Evaluation type Evaluation methods Percentage from final  

Colloquium Written  80% 

Lecture Presence 20% 


